
Sustainability approach 

At ALTO Aviation, we believe that the future of our planet is decided in every present-day decision 
we make. As a leading supplier of cabin components for the aviation industry, we recognize the 
responsibility we have to protect the environment for future generations.  

We are strongly committed to reducing our impact on the planet by taking meaningful steps 
across the board. As a result, we prioritize the continuous optimization of our operation and 
manufacturing processes. In addition, we continuously brainstorm to reimagine the engineering 
of our products, maintain consumption to a minimum, recycle unusable components, implement 
a zero-printing policy, and provide our ALTO team with resources to be more sustainable in the 
choices we all make each day.  

Everyone on the ALTO Team shares the common goal of contributing to a more sustainable planet 
with particular attention to all aspects of our manufacturing processes, supply chain, 
and products. Employee eco-friendly proposals are encouraged and celebrated. We believe 
every step counts, and all initiatives are welcome for consideration and implementation. 

We are committed to a lower carbon future by reducing greenhouse emissions, keeping updated 
with the latest State and Federal energy savings initiatives, and striving to increase FAA-approved 
regenerative, responsibly sourced, renewable, or recycled materials by 2030.  



ALTO Aviation belongs to a selected NBAA Green Pledge Exhibitors, reflecting our deep 
commitment to making a difference in sustainability by minimizing our impact on the planet. 
We consciously attend trade shows, reuse exhibit components, to meet and exceed eco-
friendly requirements in participating in all trade events. 

Everyone on the ALTO Team is deeply committed to making a difference in our environment, 
communities, and skies. From LED lighting to recycling programs, cabin audio components 
that minimize the impact on the landfills, to printing reduction efforts, we embrace eco-friendly 
guidelines making ourselves accountable for results.

Our Sustainability Committee has a representation from all our company's departments, 
from Human Resources and Finances to Engineering, Suppliers, Operations, 
Manufacturing, and Marketing and Communications. 



 

We have pledged to protect our habitat and our forests. We sponsor employee-selected 
organizations and associations from our communities that align with our company's values. For 
example, we are proud sponsors of Mohawk Trail State Forest in Charlemont, Massachusetts, 
Bush Wildlife Sanctuary in Jupiter, Florida, and the American Eagle Foundation.   

 

          

     

While there is more work to be done, we are proud to share a commitment to a brighter future 
for our environment, communities, and planet. We are passionate about the service we provide 
to the business aviation industry and continue contributing to making a difference in the world.  

For more information on ALTO's Sustainability commitment, please contact Cristina Scarlata at 
cscarlata@altoaviation.com 
 

 
 

 

 




